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TRUPOINT Partners Appoints Regulatory Expert as Director of Compliance !
CHARLOTTE, NC; Nov. 13, 2013 (PRWEB) - TRUPOINT Partners, a leading regulatory 
compliance provider, announces today the appointment of Robert Holloway as 
Director of Compliance Services. This reflects the company’s continued commitment 
to deliver superior compliance solutions to the financial services market nationwide. !
“Compliance has become a critical strategic and operational part of financial 
organizations everywhere; therefore, finding the right person to lead our growing 
compliance consulting division was imperative,” says Trey Sullivan, President and 
CEO of TRUPOINT Partners. !
“We are pleased to have Mr. Robert Holloway leading our team of compliance 
experts to help our client’s identify, reduce and better manage regulatory risk,” adds 
Sullivan. “Robert’s 25 plus years of experience as a compliance officer, industry 
consultant and Chief Risk Officer brings a unique and pragmatic perspective to the 
job. TRUPOINT’s clients will benefit from his experience immediately.”     !
As Director of Compliance Services, Mr. Holloway will be responsible for leading 
TRUPOINT Partners’ regulatory consulting services division, which works closely with 
financial institutions to assess, identify and mitigate compliance risk.  !
TRUPOINT consultants blend regulatory knowledge and access to TRUPOINT’S 
state-of-the-art analytics technology to more efficiently perform risk assessments, 
compliance audits, training and regulatory support than traditional providers. Fair 
lending, CRA, HMDA, UDAAP, BSA and other key regulatory consulting initiatives will 
be under Holloway’s management. !
“I’m honored to join TRUPOINT Partners’ team of compliance experts,” says Mr. 
Holloway. “Previously serving as Director of Compliance at a leading consulting firm 
and then serving as Chief Risk Officer at a large community bank in Texas, I have 
experience on both sides of the table and look forward to using my expertise to help 
financial institutions prepare for whatever the regulators may bring.” !
TRUPOINT Partners offers the cloud based software tools and in-depth compliance 
consulting expertise to uncover compliance risk, provide guidance and prepare 
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financial institutions for regulatory exams. For additional information or to set up an 
interview, call (704) 401-1733 or visit trupointpartners.com. !

### !!
About TRUPOINT Partners 

TRUPOINT Partners provides regulatory compliance 
solutions to financial institutions nationwide through an 
innovative blend of big data analytics, compliance expertise, 
and client service. TRUPOINT specializes in Fair Lending, 
HMDA, CRA, and UDAAP compliance, and also offer M&A 
due diligence, regression analyses, branch network 
optimization, and more. !

TRUPOINT Analytics™ and TRUPOINT RiskCheck™ are cloud-based software tools 
that enable lenders to assess compliance risk and determine their lending 
performance for Fair Lending, UDAAP, CRA and other key consumer lending 
regulations.  TRUPOINT Partners combines the efficient use of these tools and expert 
professional consulting services to provide lenders with uniquely effective and 
efficient compliance solutions.  !
For more information about the company, its products, and services offered, please 
visit http://www.trupointpartners.com. !
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